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Overview

In-flight icing hazards from supercooled small drops, drizzle and freezing rain pose a threat to all aircraft. Several products have been developed to provide hazard warning of in-flight icing to the aviation community. NCAR’s Current Icing Product (ref. 1) (CIP) was developed to provide a near-realtime assessment of the hazard presented by supercooled liquid water (SLW) aloft in an algorithm that combines data from satellites, the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model, the national two-dimensional composite of S-band NEXRAD radar reflectivity, surface observations and pilot reports (PIREPs). NIRSS (ref. 2) (fig. 1) was developed by NASA to provide a ground-based, qualitative in-flight icing hazard assessment in the airport environment with commercially available instrumentation. The system utilizes a multichannel radiometer (ref. 3), built by Radiometrics Corporation, to derive the temperature profile and integrated liquid water (ILW). NIRSS’s radar is a modified airborne X-band model WU-870 made by Honeywell. The ceilometer used is a standard Vaisala CT25K Laser Ceilometer. The data from the vertically pointing ceilometer and X-band radar are only used to define the cloud bases and tops. The liquid water content (LWC) is then distributed within the cloud layers by the system software. A qualitative icing hazard profile is produced where the vertical temperature is between 0 and –20 °C and there is measurable LWC.

None of these in-flight icing detection products currently employ radar reflectivity (REFL) fields other than to define vertical cloud boundaries, as is done in NIRSS, or to estimate the probable surface precipitation type and intensity, as is done in CIP. This may change as recent research is applied to these operational icing hazard products. Detection of SLW with radar is difficult, especially in mixed phase conditions where ice crystals can be much larger than liquid drops and thus result in higher REFL. Fabry et al. (ref. 4) discussed how in-flight icing signatures from supercooled liquid clouds present a very weak target for radars, but that that characteristic is unique at short wavelengths such as X-band. They found that SLW is evident in a vertically pointing X-band radar as REFL below –10 dBZ and as large vertical gradients in REFL. These gradients are caused by riming of SLW to snow, thus rapidly increasing the radar REFL below the SLW layer. Further work with McGill University’s Doppler X-band (ref. 5) in wintertime, stratiform storm clouds during the AIRS–I field program found that a distinct fall velocity mode much slower than the accompanying rimed snow indicates the presence of SLW. Their work found that these clouds typically exhibited a scarcity of freezing nuclei and thus few new ice particles were formed, due to relatively mild (0 to –10 °C) conditions at the cloud level. A study on mixed-phase clouds with a Kα-band radar (ref. 6) concluded that liquid-phase clouds routinely exist to much colder temperatures due to the scarcity of freezing nuclei. It is well known that general uplift associated with warm or cold fronts or low pressure troughs causes air to become saturated with respect to water, forcing
water vapor to condense into water drops. If water drop generation exceeds the rate of deposition on ice crystals in a sub-freezing environment, the excess water will condense onto already existing cloud drops or form new ones.

Another recent study (ref. 7) showed that the S-band NEXRAD national radar mosaic, developed by the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL), has the potential to add value in detecting in-flight icing to CIP by detecting large vertical REFL gradients within the CONUS. The possibility that the area of CIP hazard warning can be reduced in areas of horizontally and vertically-uniform REFL greater than 10 dBZ due to the dominance of scavenging of liquid by ice crystals was also explored.

The Alliance Icing Research Studies I and II were conducted near Montreal, Canada during the winters of 1999 and 2003, respectively. The primary research aircraft were dispatched from Ottawa and ground-based remote sensing instrumentation, including NIRSS (ref. 8) and McGill University’s X-band radar (fig. 2), were based at Mirabel Airport (approximately 1 km apart). One of the icing research aircraft was a DeHavilland DHC-6 Twin Otter which was modified for sustained flight and data collection in icing environments. The outside air temperature was measured with a Rosemount model 102AU1P probe. Microphysical probes mounted on the aircraft collected data specific to icing research. LWC was measured with a CSIRO King probe and a Nevzorov LWC probe. Particle size was measured with a Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP-100) and an Optical Array Probe 2DC-Gray (2DG). REFL calculated from particle distributions collected from probes aboard the research aircraft from AIRS–I (ref. 9) (fig. 3) found that a bimodal distribution for liquid and glaciated cloud phase existed over the course of the field program, with REFL less than –10 dBZ generally indicative of small-drop icing conditions.
Figure 2.—McGill vertically pointing x-band radar as installed for the AIRS—II field program.

Figure 3.—Frequency of calculated reflectivities (Ze) from all AIRS—I aircraft in situ particle distributions for liquid and ice cloud phase (ref. 5).
This study will examine X-band radar REFL profiles from NIRSS and McGill for consistency and compare them to microphysical data collected on vertical flight maneuvers by the research aircraft. Particle imagery and concentration distributions will be used to help illustrate that a qualitative small-drop in-flight icing hazard product can be derived from the vertical profile of X-band REFL. The following section presents several case studies from AIRS–II, followed by a case study from the 2005 winter icing program in Cleveland, Ohio. None of the cases show any evidence of bright band contamination.

Case Studies

November 11, 2003

The November 11, 2003, case had warm advection at 850 mb over Mirabel ahead of a surface warm front that was positioned over Ohio and low pressure over Lake Huron (fig. 4) and subfreezing conditions from 1.6 km to the highest altitude sampled during the vertical flight maneuver (fig. 5(a)). Very low LWC values were measured from the aircraft (fig. 5(b)). At the time of the vertical maneuver, the X-band profile showed uniform REFL values above 10 dBZ from 2 to above 7 km AGL (fig. 5(c), blue line). The McGill X-band profile (fig. 5(c), black stars) was reasonably similar to NIRSS’s with no detectable directional bias. The 2DG particle image (fig. 5(d)) shows several seconds of imagery separated by time bars when the aircraft was at 2.5 km in altitude. The width of the plot is about 1 mm. The image for this case shows aggregates (top and bottom), columns, plates (middle) and many smaller irregular shapes. The combined FSSP and 2DG particle concentrations at 2.5 km altitude (fig. 5(e)) reflect the significant population of larger ice crystals as 2DG concentrations of particles with diameters between 100 and 1000 μm dropping off from 10⁸ to 10⁶ particles per m⁴. The high count of larger particles, low count of small particles and REFL above 10 dBZ all point to the cloud being glaciated and the crystal population actively scavenging out any small water drops as they condense. The calculated REFL value of this distribution was about 8 dBZ.

Figure 4.—Sea level pressure (red contours, (mb)) and NCEP frontal analysis (heavy red, blue, and magenta lines) at 15:00 UTC on November 11, 2003.
Figure 5.—(a) Twin Otter temperature, (b) CSIRO LWC, (gm⁻³), (c) NIRSS and McGill X-band REFL, dBZ, (d) 2DG particle image at 2.5 km, and (e) combined FSSP and 2DG particle distributions at 2.5 km, (m⁻⁴) at 16:45 UTC on November 11, 2003.
November 18, 2003

The November 18, 2003, case had warm advection at 850 mb over Mirabel ahead of a surface warm front positioned from Illinois to Kentucky and low pressure trough over from central Canada to Oklahoma (fig. 6). The temperature was below freezing at the surface (not shown) but ranged between 2 and 6 °C in the vertical flight maneuver profile (fig. 7(a)) due to an inversion. A wedge-shaped LWC profile with a maximum value above 0.4 gm⁻³ were detected by the aircraft (fig. 7(b)). Even though icing conditions could not exist at this time due to above freezing temperatures, it is still a useful exercise to explore the microphysical characteristics of this small drop case. At the time of the vertical maneuver, the X-band profile showed REFL values between −10 and −20 dBZ from the surface to the top of the liquid layer at 1.1 km AGL (fig. 7(c)). The REFL profile had a slight negative gradient with height through the liquid layer. The McGill X-band REFL values were mostly lower than the NIRSS X-band for this case. There were some larger liquid drops up to 200 μm sensed by the 2DG (fig. 7(d)), with the characteristic donut-shaped particle shadow. The lack of shadow at the center of these larger drops is known as a Poisson spot and is caused by light diffraction. The concentration of drops (fig. 7(e)) sensed by the FSSP was two orders of magnitude larger than the November 11 glaciated case, and particles in the 2DG range were very limited.

Figure 6.—Surface pressure (red contours, (mb)) and NCEP frontal analysis (heavy red, blue, and magenta lines) at 12:00 UTC on November 18, 2008.
Figure 7.—(a) Twin Otter temperature, (b) CSIRO LWC, (gm⁻³), (c) NIRSS and McGill X-band REFL, dBZ, (d) 2DG particle image at 1.0 km, and (e) combined FSSP and 2DG particle distributions at 1.0 km, (m⁻⁴) at 12:40 UTC on November 18, 2003.
The November 25, 2003, case involved a trough and cold front which had moved over Mirabel several hours before 18:00 Z (fig. 8). Cold advection through the depth of the profile led to the development of a weakly convective stratocumulus layer. The aircraft conducted a vertical spiral over Mirabel centered at 18:55 Z. The aircraft detected a wedge shaped liquid water profile, a capping temperature inversion at 1.7 km and subfreezing conditions down to 0.3 km altitude (fig. 9(a)). A thin liquid water layer between 1.3 and 1.7 km in altitude had a maximum LWC (fig. 9(b)) value at the top of the layer of 0.2 gm$^{-3}$. Over the course of the day, the radar detected the intermittent passage of the cumuliform features as REFL above 10 dBZ (not shown). Between these crystal-dominated clouds are time periods when the REFL profile was below $-10$ dBZ (fig. 9(c)), which have been shown in previous research (ref. 5) to be associated with ice crystal-sparse conditions where supercooled liquid exist. The McGill X-band profile was reasonably similar the NIRSS for this case, with no detectable directional bias. The several second long 2DG particle image (fig. 9(d)) from 1.6 km altitude illustrates nonspherical ice shapes, some rimed dendrites (middle) and spherical water drops. The combined particle concentration distribution at 1.6 km altitude was similar to the November 18 case but with a quicker decrease in concentration of small drops above 10 μm and a larger range of sizes of larger glaciated crystals in the $10^5$ particles per m$^4$ range associated with the irregular and rimed dendrite ice shapes. The calculated REFL at this time was $-2$ dBZ.

Figure 8.—Surface pressure (red contours, (mb)) and NCEP frontal analysis (heavy red, blue, and magenta lines) at 18:00 UTC on November 25, 2003.
Figure 9.—(a) Twin Otter temperature, (b) CSIRO LWC, (gm⁻³), (c) NIRSS and McGill X-band REFL, dBZ, (d) 2DG particle image at 1.6 km, and (e) combined FSSP and 2DG particle distributions at 1.6 km, (m⁻⁴) at 18:55 UTC on November 25, 2003.
The December 10, 2003, case involved a surface low pressure over Illinois and a warm front extending from Michigan to southern Ontario, Canada. The surface chart shows warm air advection affecting the region around Mirabel (fig. 10). The aircraft conducted a vertical spiral over Mirabel centered at 16:27 UTC and detected three distinct water layers with the highest two being at or below freezing (fig. 11(a)). The maximum LWC values (fig. 11(b)) of the layers were 0.25, 0.4, and 0.45 gm$^{-3}$, respectively from bottom to top. REFL values within the layers (fig. 11(c)) ranged from –15 to –27 dBZ. Each layer showed a significant negative REFL gradient with height. The McGill X-band profile was reasonably similar to the NIRSS with no detectable directional bias. Nonspherical ice shapes, rimed dendrites and spherical water drops are seen within the LWC layer at 2.6 km (fig. 11(d)). Rimed aggregates, smaller irregular ice shapes and water drops were detected were detected in the LWC layer at 2.1 km (fig. 11(e)). Aggregates, smaller irregular ice shapes, melting plates and water drops were seen in the above freezing layer at 1.2 km (fig. 11(f)). The distributions from the three layers decreased rapidly above 30 μm. Cloud-sized liquid drop concentrations below 10 μm increased from the top to the middle to the bottom layer.

![Surface pressure](image)

Figure 10.—Surface pressure (red contours, (mb)) and NCEP frontal analysis (heavy red, blue, and magenta lines) at 15:00 UTC on December 10, 2003.
Figure 11.—(a) Twin Otter temperature, (b) CSIRO LWC, (gm\(^{-3}\)), (c) NIRSS and McGill X-band REFL, dBZ, (d) 2DG particle image at 2.6 and (e) 2.1 km. (f) Combined FSSP and 2DG particle distributions at 2.6 (g) black, (m\(^{-4}\)), 2.1 (blue), and 1.2 km (red) at 16:27 UTC on December 10, 2003.
February 16, 2005

The February 16, 2005, case involved a surface low pressure over northeastern Pennsylvania and a cold front that had previously passed over northern Ohio now extending southwestward over West Virginia. The 850 mb map shows cold air advection affecting the region around Cleveland’s Hopkins International Airport (fig. 12). The aircraft collected vertical profile data on takeoff centered at 15:10 UTC and on a missed approach centered on 17:15 UTC.

Temperatures were subfreezing (fig. 13(a)) from the surface through the maximum altitude of the aircraft’s vertical maneuver. The aircraft detected a wedge-shaped SLW profile from 0.6 to 1.7 km in altitude at 15:10 UTC (fig. 13(b)). Maximum LWC values at several heights reached 0.4 gm⁻³. REFL values were –20 dBZ at the bottom of the layer and dropped to the minimum detectable value of –35 dBZ near 1.2 km (fig. 13(c)). The large REFL gradient (ref. 4) was likely due to the effects of diffusional growth and cloud drop accretion decreasing with height. The particle imagery at 1.6 km (fig. 13(d)) shows mostly very small liquid drops with virtually no ice particles. Imagery from 0.8 km (fig. 13(e)) shows mostly small drops and a 400 μm rimed aggregate. The combined particle concentration distribution (fig. 13(f)) at 1.6 km (blue line) depicts a wide, uniform population of supercooled cloud water drops up to 30 μm in diameter. The rapid decrease in concentrations above 100 μm is due to the presence of the few larger supercooled liquid drops and nearly complete absence of more irregularly shaped glaciated particles. At 0.8 km, there is a more pronounced peak in population at 10 μm, and a more rapid decrease after 10 μm. The 0.8 km distribution had some particles above 300 μm, whereas the distribution at 1.6 km ended at 300 μm. A theoretical REFL value of –23 dBZ results from the particle distribution from 1.5 km and a value of –10 dBZ from the distribution from 0.8 km.

By 17:15 UTC, the temperature profile had cooled slightly due to continued cold advection (fig. 14(a)) and the SLW had decreased to two layers (fig. 14(b)) at 0.6 and 0.8 km with maximum values above 0.1 gm⁻³. Some LWC amounts were also located above 1.5 km but the aircraft did not sample much above that altitude. REFL values (fig. 14(c)) decreased from –18 dBZ just below the primary SLW layers to –23 dBZ just above them. It is unknown whether the negative vertical REFL gradient from 0.6 to 0.8 km is significant or a variation due to noise in the radar return. The combined particle concentration distribution shows no detected particle population in the 2DG range (fig. 14(d)), so no particle images are available. The theoretical REFL for the particle distribution at 0.8 km is –29 dBZ.

Figure 12.—Surface pressure (red contours, (mb)) and NCEP frontal analysis (heavy blue line) at 15:00 UTC on February 16, 2005.
Figure 13.—(a) Twin Otter temperature, (b) CSIRO LWC, (gm⁻³), (c) NIRSS and McGill X-band REFL, dBZ, (d) 2DG particle imagery at 1.6 and (e) 0.8 km, (f) Combined FSSP and 2DG particle distributions at 1.6 km, (f) blue, (m⁻⁴) and 0.8 km (black) at 15:10 UTC on February 16, 2005.
Conclusion

Since the McGill X-band radar was calibrated before the field program but had up to a 15-min. time recording error in an unknown direction (personal communication with I. Zawadzki) and a 1-km horizontal separation from the NIRSS radar, a precise comparison between the two radars was not possible. The NIRSS X-band REFL profiles agreed reasonably well with McGill’s X-band profiles. No clear calibration bias in the NIRSS radar was detectable with the limited number of cases examined. This leads to the conclusion that the off-the-shelf X-band radar was good enough to detect cloud levels and small-drop icing conditions over time without significant calibration biases effecting the measured REFL field.

The cases examined for this study represent mostly small drop (MVD less than 50 μm) icing scenarios. No large concentration of ice crystal populations were reported in any case study except November 11, 2003. This particular case study showed that profile times that had large populations of larger crystals and REFLS above 10 dBZ had negligible LWC. Any LWC that condensed into drops was quickly scavenged out by the large crystals by deposition or accretion processes. Case studies with significant SLW in one or more layers had REFSL that were between the minimum detectable REFL value and −10 dBZ. The case studies showed that an operational system like NIRSS could provide a qualitative in-flight icing warning for X-band REFL profiles that were uniformly low. Negative vertical gradients of REFL with height occurred in several of the cases where the small drop SLW layers existed. It is not understood at this time what caused these gradients. These wintertime cases all had weak lift associated with pre-warm frontal, post-cold frontal or trough passage. The lift led to saturation with respect to liquid water and generation of water vapor in excess of that being deposited on the sparse population of small ice crystals (as evidenced by low REF, low 2DG counts and no precipitation). The excess water vapor led to the condensation of supercooled liquid cloud which could be detected by NIRSS’s X-band as REFL profiles less than perhaps −10 dBZ.
Future work will include a module in the NIRSS software to create an icing hazard field based solely on times when REFL are uniformly less than about –10 dBZ and/or sharp vertical REFL gradients exist. This hazard field should be validated against further cases when positive PIREPs, research flight data, NIRSS radiometer and icing severity data exist. The addition of Doppler capabilities to the NIRSS vertically pointing radar would enhance NIRSS’s in-flight icing hazard detection by allowing for the discrimination between SLW, pristine snow and rimed snow particle populations.
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